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Purpose for these monthly Forums: 

• Further your knowledge of the VectorVest System.

• To share current ideas and strategies for making money and protecting wealth.

• To create opportunities to interact and share ideas with other members of our 
VectorVest community.

• To promote the meetings and activities of our VectorVest Canada User Groups.

• To provide a forum for VectorVest Investors who do not live near a User Group 
Community.



DISCLAIMER: 

Everything you will see and hear today is provided for education 
purposes only. All examples and related analysis are intended for 
illustrative purposes and should never be considered investment 
advice. The information is designed to empower you to make your 
own investment decisions, and these decisions are yours, and 
yours alone to make.

You should be aware of the risks involved in stock investing, and 
you use the material contained herein at your own risk. This 
material is believed to be reliable, but neither VectorVest, Inc., 
nor any of its suppliers guarantee its accuracy or validity, nor are 
they responsible for any errors or omissions which may have 
occurred. The analysis, ratings, and/or recommendations made by 
VectorVest, and/or any of our presenters do not provide, imply, or 
otherwise constitute a guarantee of performance.



Review:

• Home Page and Views - Insights and Strategy  – CA and US

• Analysis of the Market Timing Graph

• Market Climate 

• This week’s Special Presentation





Dr. DiLiddo wrote in his February 12 essay, we are in a Bear Market Scenario to Fear. At that 
time S&P earnings were falling and they continue to fall. This is one of VectorVest's key 
indicators for suggesting a cautious approach. Dr. DiLiddo referred to the Fed's interest rate 
hike as a negative and rising gold prices and gold stocks as additional evidence and reasons to 
fear the bear market. On the Feb 15 market holiday, I wrote on our Blog about a bottom fishing 
opportunity in the U.S. and to a lesser degree in Canada, but I repeated Dr. DiLiddo's caution 
for the longer term. 

Well, bottom fishing searches have performed extremely well since the open Feb 16. They got 
off to a great start for a couple of days, faltered for a few days and now they have done 
exceptionally well the last several days, led by gold and energy plays. During the same period, 
Conservative and Retirement searches such as Steady Eddies, Dividend Payers, Pale Blue Chips 
and Premier Growth Stocks have managed gains overall, but much smaller, less than double 
digit. It's been a similar story in both US and CA. Now we're into more of a trending market 
phase, however, MTI levels are fairly elevated, especially in Canada. Best to follow the 
VectorVest's Colour Guard and daily guidance, and play the market as it develops week over 



Tuesday, 12:30 EST - SOTW Q&A Webcast



• Meetings This Month (5 min.)



User Group 

Meeting 

Notices

For more information including 
agendas, maps and driving 
directions, go to:  

1. VectorVest Views
2. Any Friday
3. User Group Section



Register at: www.vectorvest.ca

Or call 1-888-658-7638 if you want to register a guest 

for free or you want to use a previously received 

Event Voucher.

Comments from Victoria and Nanaimo about the 
Successful Investing – Level II Workshop

“I must say that I was extremely impressed with the Intermediate 
Seminar in Nanaimo. The content was such that I think it was of 
great interest to possible new subscribers and we “old timers” 
alike.” – Joan

“Although I am a longer-term subscriber to VV (6-8 years), I still 
find useful kernels of info and advice from your workshops. This 
new format is very good and I particularly liked the MTI info in the 
first session and also the portfolio management/risk management 
portion at the end. This was a "level II" presentation, but I believe 
that it was very useful to newbies too.” – Gerry

“Thanks again Stan for the all the great information yesterday.”
– Hans

“I just like to thank you for a informative and well presented 
Investing workshop in Nanaimo. I think this workshop will be well 
received across Canada. You present the material with lightness 
and humor that makes the workshop fun. A course well put 
together! My favored topic: Precision Trading using VV Graphs. So 
much information there. Awesome.” – Werner

“This is to thank you for the presentation in Victoria yesterday. I 
better understood the process. I came away with a clearer 
understanding how the development of my YEARLY FINANCIAL 
PLAN should be created.” – James 



11:40 **Member Presentations** (50 min.)

• Best Stock Ideas and Analysis by User Group Leaders. 

PREPARE TO SUBMIT YOUR OWN BEST STOCK AND ETF IDEAS FOR TRADING 

AND INVESTING IN MARCH

• Industry Group Analysis  and Stock Analysis

• Business Services (Misc) by Sandy Cook, Kelowna User Group Leader (10)

• Energy Market Update, Michael Wuetherick, Red Deer User Group 10) 

Leader



Mississauga, Ontario, User Group Leader:  Wasim Syed

Purpose: Come and learn what it means to make money with VectorVest in any market condition. 

Meetings are 3rd Saturday of each month.

Meeting Location: Whittle Offices, 5805 Whittle Road, Unit #207

Typical Agenda: Home Page and Review Colour Guard, Discussion on current Market Climate & Market 

Direction.  Special Presentation and Stock Analysis: February was all about Using Top VST and RS stocks 

to show positive results, consistent profits and Beat the VVC.

Stock to Study: Metro Inc (MRU)  GRAPH: EPS, VST and RS



Brockville, Ontario, User Group Leader:  Gary Thornhill   Submitted by Member: Barry Dejong

Purpose: Our group is relatively new, started last May by a few folks that had previously been meeting 

in our homes.  We enjoy meeting on a regular basis with new folks coming all the time. We do a review 

for the newer people at the start of each meeting to help them understand the VV Program as well as 

the benefits of taking control of your own financial future.

Meeting Location: Augusta Township Public Library, 4500 County Rd 15

Last meeting: February 23:

Agenda: Review for new users; Relative Safety Driver trading system; Finding Doji’s for stocks and 

options; Market Review – Are we finally going to get a sustained rally? 

Stock to Study: Canadian National Railway (CNR)



Brockville, Ontario, User Group Leader:  Gary Thornhill   Submitted by Member: Barry Dejong

Stock to Study: Canadian National Railway (CNR)

• As far as a group stock pick is concerned, we all agree on the merits of CNR:

• is one of 2 or 3 North American rail companies with a rising EPS

• has a lot of volume

• is held by most if not all funds managers

• trades in Canada and the US

• has shown to resist the huge market swings by not being quite as volatile

• CNR still has lots of business as the US buys a lot of our cheap oil that needs to ship by rail without the Keystone pipeline

• is an excellent stock to sell Covered Calls on if you hold the stock

• is an excellent stock to buy calls or puts on with remarkable predictability as the stock trades in a $70 - $80 range

The stock chart shows some of the indicators we use. You can see the same swings very clearly using 

Petra’s 3&8 EMA charting method. (Replay Dec 5 Online Forum)



Brockville User Group – CNR Stock Analysis



CNR: Setting Entries and Exits inside a Trading Range



Kelowna, British Columbia, User Group Leader:  Sandy Cook

Meeting Location: Dakotas Sports Bar and Grille

Next meeting: March 10 at 5:30 PM to 7:30 PM:

Agenda: Review SOTW with questions; Review DEW Portfolio and the 3&8 EMA Crossover Portfolio;

Bottom Fishing results over first quarter of the year – long, short, options? What searches are working 

now? How to implement them? Round Table Stock Analysis.

Industry Group Analysis: Business Services (Misc)

Stocks to Study: Dirtt Environmental (DRT) and IBI Group Inc. (IBG)



Business Services: Industry Group Performance



Business Services: Industry Group Performance



Business Services: Industry Group Performance



Business Services: DIRTT Environmental



Business Services: IBI Group Inc.



Kitchener-London-Waterloo, Ontario, User Group Leader:  Dave Loates

Meeting Location: Heidelberg Inn, 3006 Lobsinger Line, (R.R. #15), Heidelberg, ON

Next meeting: March 15 - 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm:

Agenda: Review on how to navigate the Home Page; Review and Update User Group Portfolio and introduce a new 

portfolio for the QQQ, the ETF for the Nasdaq; Member stock selections and analysis using VectorVest Graphs.

Stocks to Study: First Quantum Minerals (FM); we have been buying the stock and selling covered calls. Stock is 

currently overvalued, but the covered calls continue to yield a great return one strike out of the money for next 

month expiration. This must be monitored as it is a mining stock, and can be volatile. (Duplicate - thank you 

Emanuel for presentation)

Several of our members are trading NUGT/DUST ETF’s on a 1 and 3 minute chart using 3 and 5-SMA’s, with 

consistent results of 3% per day on their USD accounts.

Stock to Study: Dollarama Inc. (DOL). Keeping graph simple is very important to making good trading decisions. Too 

much info creates analysis paralysis. We’ll use a 5-year weekly graph with EPS, RT (VECTORVEST SIMPLE LAYOUT) 

and a 10/40-week SMA. Put this in your WatchList and wait for the weekly MA crossover.



Dollarama: Dave Loates, Kitchener-London-Waterloo



Edmonton, Alberta User Group Leader:  Faye McRae

Meeting Location: Kings College, Room N119, 9125 50 Street

Next meeting: March 16 - 6:00 pm to 9:15 pm:

Typical Agenda:

• We start at 6 pm and end about 9:30 pm. The meeting is as follows:

• first half hour is for new users

• We then review the VectorVest home page and current market conditions

• Next we have a educational session pertaining to an aspect of the VV system

• We then complete stock analysis on member stock picks

• Then review our EUG trading plan

• End of evening is a open discussion on trading options.

Stocks to Study: CCL.B and ESL



CCL.B: Edmonton User Group Members



CCL.B: Edmonton User Group Members


